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SEXISM, infinitely continued 	  Elliott #1201 

In throwing out junk books contributed to the NYTS Library, I camacross a maso-
chistic classic, Leopold vonSacher-Masoch vonLemberg's VENUS IN FURS (Sylvan Press/ 
47), written in the mid-19th c. (he was born in 1836). 

Just look at how his last page corresponds with Eliz. Janeway's goddess/slut thesis 
that most men can't relate to women as people but hit either over or under! And is 
it not wonderful how a great sick artist can be prescient: women, if they are to be 
men's "companions," must have "the same rights" and be men's "equal in education and 
work." It's all there, the whole ERA! And the only way to deliver men from being 
either "hammer or anvil," and women from being men's "slave or...despot." 
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